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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Pho Hau Giang from Padstow. Currently, there are 13 dishes
and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Pho Hau Giang:
I've never been here, but in the opposite small as noodle house type inside, but stone! the pho was excellent

with a well balanced delicious broth and beautiful silky bark. the pork-breaded early-rolls were definitiw addicted.
in total were also five stars and the staff very nice! cheaper than aswell I go back definitiw! 35 bux two suppen

two drinks and spring rolls! excellent I think! read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible
and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Pho Hau

Giang:
No frills Viet as expected fron the suburbs. Not a lot of choice out here, and this does the job just fine - indeed, it
is most welcome in amongst the charcoal chicken and Gloria Jeans.Small and ecstatically lit, predictable is the

key to Pho Padstow.Our trip was spoiled by a kid carrying on and on and on. I don't know how the owners put up
with it, let alone the parents. Baby and I couldn't leave fast enough after s... read more. Freshly harvested mint,
fine salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of this can be found not

only during your vacation in Vietnam in the menu, but also when visiting the nearby Pho Hau Giang in Padstow,
The visitors of the establishment are also thrilled with the large variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that

the restaurant offers.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Malaysia� / Orienta� Cuisi�
LAKSA

Bul� Mea� B� �� Poun�
BRISKET

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

PORK CHOPS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

PORK MEAT

TOMATE

BEEF

BEEF BRISKET
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